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April 29, 1985

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FORM:

SUBJ:

Jim Hamilton
John Ahlen
Richard Pei

Phil Hamilton r44f
Stevenson-Wydler

To help move a statement on Stevenson-Wydler forward, I have drafted
the enclosed paper for your consideration. It could use some more
detail. As you will note, I have not addressed the State and local
government aspect. Please mark it up and return your comments to me
by May 8.

cc: N. Hurt
R. Bettman
J. Andersen
T. Pestorius
J. Robinson
W. Chow
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Mr. Chair~an and Me~bers of the Subcoooittee:

The Ar.ierican Society of Mechanical Engineers' Coooitteeon Technology

Forecasting and Transfer is pleased to provide its views on the transfer and

c~mercial utilization of technology developed by Federal laboratories,

agencies and research contractors.

A~fE is a technical society with some 114,000 individual engineer members.

The Society has 34 technical divisions, sponsors or co-sponsors over 30

national conferences on technology each year, and is one of the largest

technical publishers in the world.

A~fE has members in Federal labs and agencies, as well as State and local

governoents. However, the large majority of our members are in industry.

Therefore, our comments should be largely considered as being froo.the

perspective of users or potential users of federally funded research.

While the concept of technology transfer is old, the importance of the

practice has increased draoatically in recent years due to a rapid escalation

of new scientific and technical knowledge.

We believe that the practice of technology transfer has been sorely neglected

by both the pUblic and private sectors, and that unless steps are taken to

correct the•• problem , U.S•. industrial productivity, international

cor.Jpetiti veness and econor.Jic grollth will fall short of their potential.

Therefore, we strongly endorse a strengthening of the Stevenson-Wydler Act as

well as additional initiatives to foster technology transfer.
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Specifically, we rec~end the following: •

1. Elevate the priority of technology transfer as a functional responsibility

for all Federal laboratories and agencies with significant research and

development budgets.

laboratory directors and agency heads should be required to make annual

reports to Congress on their technology transfer programs. Congress should

hold regular oversight hearings on~boratory and agency technology transfer

programs.

line item budgets for technology transfer should be established at each

lab and affected agencies. Each lab and agency should have an identifiable

office of technology utilization staffed by full time technology transfer

agents.

2. Federal labs and agencies should elevate the status of their technology

transfer agents. To reflect setting a higher priority for technology

transfer, labs and agencies should recognize the importance of filling

technology transfer jobs with high-level, experienced technology transfer

agents. These agents must have broad knowledge not only about their lab or

agency research products, but also about other resources necessary for

effective technology utilization, including financial, legal and marketing

resources. The agents must also be of the stature to effectively interact
?

with corporate vice presidents and officials in State and local governments

and universities who might have the final word on a prospective technology

utilization project.
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3. Stevenson-\Iydler should give highest priority to technology transfer and

utilization. lhder the present fiscal constraints, we suggest that the Act

concentrate on technology transfer, including funds for the Federal Laboratory

Consortium and studies outlined below rather than funding the Section 6

Centers for Industrial Technology. Similar centers such as the Engineering

Research Centers and other cooperative r~search efforts are already being

supported by the National Science Foundation. In addition, many

university-state-industry programs-are well underway without direct federal

support.

,

4. Encourage Federal laboratories and agency technology transfer programs to

initiate aggressive outreach programs. Many private sector organizations and

technical consultants are not aware of the resources available at Federal

labs. Meetings around the country, cooperation with the Small Business

Administration and other outreach programs are needed.

Increased publicity about technology transfer successes might provoke greater

private sector interest in explOring Federal lab resources. The "not invented

here" syndrome at some companies might be broken down if they believe they are

missing real opportunities.

5. Strengthen and broaden the scope of the Federal laboratory Consortium
~

(FlC). There should be more user interaction with the FLC. Technology

transfer agents should not only be talking to one another but with
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representatives of private industry and State and local govern~ents. This

might be done through workshops, co~mittees, and so on. TheFLC should, at a

miniQ~, receive government funding to enable it to participate in and sponsor

r.1eetings •

6. Establish a National Commission on Technology Transfer and Utilization

The Congress should establish a two-year Commission on Technology Transfer

and Utilization to help elevate the-awareness of technology transfer, to study

institutional barriers and to make policy recommendations to Congress. More

specifically, the Commission should study issues such as why corporations and

universities are not more aggressive in utilizing technology-funded research;

what are the barriers to more effective technology transfer and what

incentives are appropriate? The Commission should consist of ~embers of

Congress, the President's Science Advisor, Federal laboratory and agency

heads, and representatives from corporations, universities, state government,

technical societies and other interested groups.

7. Mandate a study by a technical society or other appropriate organization

to examine the art and practice of technology transfer. Many technology

transfer agents or people who perform that role have no training or background

in the field. \~at types of background and training would help provide more

effective technology transfer agents? ~~at should a technology transfer agent
l'

do to be affective? Ilhat methodologies are most effective?

8. Encourage streamlining of technology transfer processes to help encourage

private sector interest. Many companies and individual entreprenuers simply
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do not have the patience to deal with govern~ent red tape. Even where

procedures have been streamlined, many private sector groups assume the worst

and don't bother to even try to deal with government. Every effort should be

made to help break down this barrier by making it as easy as possible for the

private sector to utilize federally funded research.

9. Formalize the authority of Federal labs to enter into cooperative

agreements with industry and universities, and provide incentives for them to

do so. lie support legislation such as the Federal Laboratory Technology

Utilization Act (5.65) sponsored by Senator Robert Dole, •

10. Extend patent and licensing rights under federal research to all

entities, including large corporations. Presently, universities, nonprofit

organizations and small businesses have rights to title "of inventions

developed with federal funding. These are important rights and should be

extended to large companies as well. Many inventions require large capital

and develop~ent invest~ents which large corporations can provide. We believe

technology transfer and utilization of federally funded research would benefit

from a uniform patent and licensing law such as proposed in 5.65 by Senator

Robert Dole.

~

This statement was prepared by the Committee on Technology Forecasting and

Transfer of the Management Division of ASME. It represents the considered

judgement of the Committee, rather than an official position of ASME.
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